A chemically driven fluctuating ratchet model for actomyosin interaction.
With reference to the experimental observations by Yanagida and his co-workers on actomyosin interaction, a Brownian motor of fluctuating ratchet kind is designed with the aim to describe the interaction between a Myosin II head and a neighboring actin filament. Our motor combines the dynamics of the myosin head with a chemical external system related to the ATP cycle, whose role is to provide the energy supply necessary to bias the motion. Analytical expressions for the duration of the ATP cycle, for the Gibbs free energy and for the net displacement of the myosin head are obtained. Finally, by exploiting a method due to Sekimoto [J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 66 (1997) 1234], a formula is worked out for the amount of energy consumed during the ATP cycle.